World events shake up investors

Talking points
1. What are these cartoons saying about investors and world news events?
2. What is happening in China, Greece and Puerto Rico that could make investors nervous?
3. How much do cold, hard facts influence investing?
4. How much do irrational emotions impact investors?
5. Which has more power over markets facts or emotions?
6. How much stock trading is being done by autonomous computer programs deciding which stocks to buy or sell?

Between the lines
“We all got trapped because of greed. Now, I have to wait until the stock market gets better.” - Chinese investor.

Additional resources
More by Lisa Benson
http://editorialcartoonists.com/cartoon/browse.cfm/BensoL
More by Adam Zyglis
http://editorialcartoonists.com/cartoon/browse.cfm/ZyglisA
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